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premiere pro cs3 lets you capture multiple clips or subclips from one timeline. subclips
are simply additional subsets of clips, which can be organized and recalled in any order.
you can also combine any number of clips into one file by playing them in reverse order.
premiere pro cs3 lets you draw a selection around areas of a timeline that you want to

exclude from the project, but you cant select a particular clip as a clip mask. it also lacks
the ability to select a single clip and apply a nonlinear effect to that clip. if you need to
use a nonlinear effect, such as a dissolve, transition, or composite, youll have to use

multiple clips and apply the effect to each of them separately. if youre creating a virtual
movie or virtual set, you can change the scale of objects in the project through a dialog

box that lets you enter factors of scale. if you need to adjust scale manually, you can also
do so via the zoom tool. adobes virtual production (formerly dreamweaver) is a free,

online video-editing program that allows you to create and edit video on your own web
page. but adobe premiere pro is more powerful. for example, you can add transitions,
effects, and titles to a clip, as well as adjust audio levels and create time-based color-
corrections to compensate for light changes. and if you edit your clips in premiere pro

cs3, youll be able to export them directly to a flash file in one click. premiere pro includes
most of the same audio and video effects as its windows version, as well as a slew of new
ones. most of the effects are accessed via a toolbar that contains dozens of buttons, each
of which performs a different effect. some of the more common effects include frame-by-

frame color correction, color balance adjustments, and transitions. you can also crop,
rotate, or reverse frames, adjust levels, and create fades. youll also find a host of new
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audio tools, including filters for transforming your sound, dynamics for adjusting the
playback levels of audio clips, and a reverb tool that lets you simulate the room in which
you recorded your tracks. you can also use soundbooth to make captions, and theres a

simple tool for creating titles for your movie.
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the main new feature in premiere pro cs3 is a new shape layer-based animator, which
allows users to draw shapes and define color at the pixel level. it also includes a selection

and masking tool that lets users select areas of the frame and mask them. these tools,
combined with the ability to mask the timeline, make it easier to animate across the
frame, even if the shapes on the original footage arent perfect. theres also a text tool
that lets you quickly add and animate text. another major new feature in premiere pro
cs3 is multitrack timelines, which lets you open multiple versions of the same project at

the same time. when youre working on a project, you can edit the primary timeline on the
left side of the screen, and then add or move frames to the secondary (right) timeline for
review. if you need to add or remove a frame from the primary timeline, you can simply

drag that frame to the timeline on the right side. the flip side of this is that you can never
be in two places at once, and if you need to make a change on the primary timeline, you

need to close the secondary one. and with new 3d motion capabilities, adobe after effects
cs3 professional gives you the power to create stunning, animated 3d content without

expensive or complex 3d technology. simply add a layer, and you can add complex
dynamic 3d elements like cloth, hair, and props, and animate them with after effects

tools such as pose, motion and morph. you can even animate 3d motion graphics as they
appear on your timeline. with a new scene integration feature, you can create scenes and
place animated 3d elements in a photoshop image. and with the enhanced version of the

p2p rendering engine that enables real-time rendering of 3d content, youll get more
speed and performance than ever before. with comprehensive support for virtually all 3d

media formats, adobe after effects cs3 professional enables you to easily animate 3d
content without requiring any complicated 3d software or hardware. 5ec8ef588b
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